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Abstract

Hepatitis C Virus (HCV) is a serious global health problem, infecting almost 3% of the world’s population. The lack of model
systems for studying this virus limit research options in vaccine and therapeutic development, as well as for studying the
pathogenesis of chronic HCV infection. Herein we make use of the liver-specific microRNA miR-122 to render mouse cell
lines permissive to HCV replication in an attempt to develop additional model systems for the identification of new features
of the virus and its life cycle. We have determined that some wild-type and knockout mouse cell lines – NCoA6 and PKR
knockout embryonic fibroblasts – can be rendered permissive to transient HCV sub-genomic RNA replication upon addition
of miR-122, but we did not observe replication of full-length HCV RNA in these cells. However, other wild-type and knockout
cell lines cannot be rendered permissive to HCV replication by addition of miR-122, and in fact, different NCoA6 and PKR
knockout cell line passages and isolates from the same mice demonstrated varying permissiveness phenotypes and
eventually complete loss of permissiveness. When we tested knockdown of NCoA6 and PKR in Huh7.5 cells, we saw no
substantial impact in sub-genomic HCV replication, which we would expect if these genes were inhibitory to the virus’ life
cycle. This leads us to conclude that along with the influence of specific gene knockouts there are additional factors within
the cell lines that affect their permissiveness for HCV replication; we suggest that these may be epigenetically regulated, or
modulated by cell line immortalization and transformation.
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Introduction

Hepatitis C is a blood-borne viral disease prevalent worldwide;

current estimates suggest approximately 150 million people are

infected [1]. Hepatitis C virus (HCV) becomes chronic in

approximately 70% of acute infections, and can lead to the

development of various cancers, liver steatosis, and numerous

other complications throughout infection [2]. A member of the

Flaviviridae family, HCV is an enveloped virus with a single-

stranded RNA genome of positive orientation, and is a member of

the genus Hepacivirus. The HCV genome is approximately 9.6 kb

in length, and consists of an uncapped 59 un-translated region

(UTR) containing significant secondary RNA structure deemed

essential for viral RNA replication and an internal ribosomal entry

site (IRES) essential for translation, followed by a single open

reading frame (ORF) containing all the viral genes, and completed

by a 39 UTR with further secondary RNA structures necessary for

genome replication [3]. The single ORF of the virus is translated

as a polyprotein that is then cleaved into the individual viral

proteins by both cellular and viral proteases [3].

At least two aspects of the viral life cycle are major determinants

of host range and cell specificity for Hepatitis C Virus. Entry

factors appear to define host range of the virus, as has been

demonstrated both in vitro and in vivo: addition of human CD-81

and human Occludin to murine cells permits entry of the virus,

while generation of mice transgenic for these factors has permitted

infection [4,5]. However, these and other identified receptors –

SR-B1, Claudin-1, TfR1, NPC1-L1, Syndecan-1, EGFR, and

EphA2– do not appear to define the liver specificity of HCV, as

they can be found on and in many other human cell types as well

[4–14]. ApoE expression (murine or human), which is liver-

specific, does appear to be a requirement for production of

infectious virions following infection, but is not required in the host

cell for earlier stages of entry or RNA replication [4,15,16].

A host factor that likely influences liver-specificity of HCV

replication is miR-122, a liver-specific microRNA that binds to

two sites on the 59 UTR of the HCV genome [17–19]. This

miRNA is highly abundant in the liver, accounting for approx-

imately 70% of the small regulatory RNAs in hepatocytes; while its

role in the liver is not yet completely defined, it does appear to

regulate typical aspects of liver cell function such as cholesterol

production and secretion, and it is also implicated as a tumour-

suppressor microRNA [20–23]. Interestingly, we and others have

shown that expression of miR-122 in human liver cell lines
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previously considered refractory to HCV replication renders the

cells permissive to HCV replication [24–26]. This has also been

demonstrated in other non-human and non-liver cell lines, mostly

through use of stable replicons rather than transient replication

[27–29].

There is a need for more and better model systems in HCV

research. Although we have recently begun adding other human

and hepatocyte-derived cell culture systems to the predominant

Huh7-derived cell lines, non-human – particularly murine – cell

lines remain a critical stepping-stone to animal model develop-

ment. A series of efforts using knockout mouse cells, selectable

virus replicons, and human factor transduction has recently

culminated in multiple research groups achieving the complete

virus life cycle in mouse cells expressing the required entry and

liver factors [4,15,30], but animal models of HCV infection are

still limited [31]. HCV mouse models relying on SCID-uPA mice

supporting xenografted human liver tissue can be infected, and

virus-induced pathogenesis or drug response studied, but the mice

have limited life spans, lack immune systems, and are expensive to

produce [32]. Similar mice have only recently been developed to

contain a humanized immune system, but the expense of these

animals, as well as the fact that their livers and immune systems

come from humans and vary between each xenografted mouse,

remains an obstacle for their widespread use in HCV studies

[33,34]. Most recently, the human CD-81/Occludin transgenic

mouse model developed by Dorner et al. has been demonstrated to

support the entire viral life cycle, but since it relies on innate

immune gene knockouts such as Stat1 or IFNa/b, it is as yet

unknown how much of the immune-mediated pathology will be

recapitulated [6]. The chimpanzee best represents the disease in

humans, but they are currently not available for most research,

and present both ethical and financial obstacles [31,35,36]. Tree

shrews (Tupaia belangeri) have also been identified as a potential

model for HCV chronicity and pathogenesis, but they have also

not yet been evaluated for immunological aspects of the infection

[37–39].

Thus, we chose to examine mouse cell lines to identify other

genetic knockouts that could render mouse cells, and potentially

the mice of origin, permissive to HCV replication. We identified

one wild-type and two knockout mouse embryonic fibroblast

(MEF) cell lines, ‘‘GH’’ wild-type, and NCoA6 and PKR knockout

cells, that were permissive to transient, unselected sub-genomic

HCV RNA replication when supplemented with miR-122. GH

wild-type MEFs permitted only low levels of sub-genomic HCV

RNA replication, while PKR MEFs initially supported high levels

of sub-genomic RNA replication, but later passages, alternate

isolates, and alternate sources of PKR knockout cells did not

display a permissive phenotype. NCoA6 knockout cells also

supported sub-genomic HCV RNA replication, although not to

the levels seen in PKR MEFs, and HCV RNA replication in these

cells also varied with cell passage. Since PKR and NCoA6

knockdown in Huh7.5 cells had only a minor impact on sub-

genomic RNA replication, we conclude that the permissiveness of

our mouse cell lines, while possibly modulated by the gene

knockout, was also defined by other aspects of the cell. We

speculate that cell line modifications induced by culturing,

immortalization, transformation, or other epigenetic changes also

impact permissiveness of cells to HCV replication.

Results

One Wild-type MEF Cell Line is Permissive to HCV
Replication When Supplemented with miR-122, While
Others are Not

Wild-type MEFs from multiple sources were tested for

permissiveness to HCV replication by electroporating cells with

either wild-type (WT) or replication-incompetent (GND) sub-

genomic HCV RNA, and supplementing the cells with either a

control miRNA (miControl) or miR-122. Since the HCV RNA

expresses a firefly luciferase reporter gene, replication was

monitored by assaying firefly luciferase expression; firefly reporter

luciferase expression from the wild-type viral RNA was compared

to the non-replicating polymerase GND mutant to confirm

replication, and electroporation efficiency was similar in all cases

as determined by co-electroporation of a Renilla luciferase mRNA

(data not shown). The MEFs depicted in Figure 1A were

permissive to low levels of sub-genomic HCV RNA accumulation

when electroporated with synthetic miR-122; however, the raw

luciferase expression was approximately a thousand-fold lower

than ia typical in Huh7.5 cells, which was reflected in our inability

to detect RNA accumulation via northern blot (data not shown).

In a different wild-type MEF cell line, sub-genomic HCV RNA

was unable to replicate in any detectable manner regardless of

miR-122 supplementation (Figure 1B). In fact, of the five wild-type

MEF cell lines we tested, as well as commonly-available NIH 3T3

cells (data not shown), only those shown in Figure 1A demon-

strated detectable HCV replication. We therefore conclude that

some wild-type MEFs are permissive to low levels of transient sub-

genomic HCV replication when supplemented with miR-122. As

we later observed with other knockout mouse cell lines,

permissiveness of these MEFs varied through passage, although

not in a predictable manner.

PKR Knockout MEFs are Permissive to High Levels of Sub-
genomic HCV RNA Replication when Supplemented with
miR-122, but did not Maintain Their Phenotype Between
Passages and Isolates

Protein kinase R (PKR) is a known anti-viral protein in

mammalian cells [40], and PKR knockout MEFs were reported to

support colony formation with selectable sub-genomic HCV more

efficiently than wild-type MEFs [4,41]. Thus we hypothesized that

PKR knockout MEFs would support efficient transient HCV

replication if supplemented with miR-122. Upon electroporation

of primary PKR knockout MEFs acquired from John Bell [42]

with sub-genomic HCV RNA and miR-122 (Figure 2A), we

observed high levels of luciferase reporter expression, comparable

to the levels achieved in Huh7.5 cells, the most common cell line

used for HCV research. Northern blot analysis confirmed sub-

genomic HCV RNA accumulation in these PKR knockout MEFs

(Figure 2B), and levels were within 2-fold of those observed in

Huh7.5 cells, which verified that luciferase expression accurately

reflected HCV RNA accumulation (Figure 2C).

These data were generated from two replicate experiments with

a single isolate of primary PKR MEFs that we now believe to have

been different from other PKR MEFs we tested. When further

replicates were attempted with other isolates of PKR MEFs, we

were unsuccessful in achieving detectable replication (data not

shown), including PKR knockout MEFs obtained from Robert

Silverman, which had been shown previously to support HCV

replicon colony formation [43]. Moreover, primary MEFs

(Figure 2D) that we isolated from PKR knockout mice could

support only low levels of HCV replication in the presence of miR-

HCV Replication in Mouse Cells
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122, and primary PKR knockout hepatocytes did not support

detectable HCV replication at all (Figure 2E and 2F), despite

efficient RNA transfection (based on luciferase expression 2 and 4

hours post-transfection) by both electroporation (Figure 2E) and

transfection (Figure 2F). Since PKR MEFs are visually distinct

from Huh 7.5 cells, the only other cell line in use in our lab at the

time, and our PKR MEFs did not replicate HCV in the absence of

miR-122 (Figure 2A, WT+miControl), we omit contamination of

the MEF cell line with Huh 7.5 cells as a possible explanation for

positive results shown in Figure 2A. Therefore we show that a

single isolate of PKR knockout MEFs was highly permissive for

transient HCV RNA replication when supplemented with miR-

122.

To determine the influence of PKR on cell permissiveness for

HCV, we tested the effects of PKR knockdown in Huh7.5 cells.

Huh7.5 cells were electroporated with siRNA to PKR (siPKR) or

to a control sequence (siControl) and allowed three days for the

knockdown to take effect. The cells were then electroporated again

with the indicated siRNA, as well as wild-type (WT) sub-genomic

HCV RNA or miR-122 binding site mutant (S1+S2:p3) sub-

genomic RNA (Figure 2G). Because Huh7.5 cells already express

miR-122, it was not added in this assay. The S1+S2:p3 RNA was

tested because it is not responsive to miR-122, but is capable of

replicating at low levels without miRNA supplementation, and so

may be more sensitive to removal of anti-viral factors because the

cell’s machinery is not saturated. Both wild-type and S1+S2:p3

sub-genomic luciferase reporter expression was increased between

1.2 and 1.5-fold by knockdown of PKR (Figure 2H), but this

increase was not significant when tested by two-way ANOVA

(Figure 2G). Treatment of Huh7.5 cells with siPKR reduced PKR

mRNA levels by 75% as measured by qRT-PCR (Figure 2I).

Because knockdown of PKR in Huh7.5 cells has no significant

impact on HCV RNA replication, we suggest that the permissive

phenotype of the particular isolate of PKR knockout MEFs

depicted in Figures 2A, B, and C may not be due to the genetic

knockout, and may instead be due to other factors unique to that

isolate.

NCoA6 Knockout MEFs are Permissive to Sub-genomic
HCV RNA Replication Upon Supplementation with miR-
122, but do not Maintain Their Phenotype Between
Passages

Nuclear co-activator 6 (NCoA6, also known as RAP250, TRBP,

NRC, ASC2, and PTIP) is a member of the nuclear receptor co-

activator family, and aids in activation of the liver X receptor

(LXRa) [44–46]. This leads to transcription of genes involved in

cholesterol metabolism and export, which may impact HCV

replication and production of virus particles [46]. NCoA6 was also

detected in a large-scale siRNA screen to negatively impact HCV

replication, but is not associated with major innate immune

deficiencies [47]. We therefore acquired NCoA6 knockout MEFs

from Per Antonson to test this knockout for permissiveness to

HCV replication [48]. When electroporated with sub-genomic

HCV and miR-122, these cells demonstrated levels of luciferase

(Figure 3A) and HCV RNA (Figure 3B) that, while robust, were

not as high as those detected in PKR knockout MEFs, nor in

Huh7.5 cells (data not shown). The knockout is embryonic-lethal,

so we were unable to acquire mice and generate hepatocytes to test

for additional permissiveness [48]. In addition, the NCoA6

knockout MEFs displayed varying levels of permissiveness to

HCV RNA replication, with no clear correlation between isolate,

passage number, or experiment date; data shown here is from

strongly-permissive cells, and we did eventually exhaust our stocks

of permissive cells.

As we did for PKR, we also tested the NCoA6 knockdown

phenotype in Huh7.5 cells via siRNA knockdown. Knockdown of

NCoA6 increased luciferase expression from both miR-122-

dependent (WT) and miR-122-independent (S1+S2:p3) sub-

genomic replicons (Figure 3C) 1.4 to 1.8-fold at days 2 and 3

post-second electroporation (Figure 3D), but the effect of siNCoA6

treatment was not statistically significant as determined by a two-

way ANOVA. siNCoA6 treatment of Huh7.5 cells resulted in a

68% reduction in NCoA6 mRNA levels in comparison to

siControl treatment, relative to GAPDH mRNA (Figure 3E). As

Figure 1. Mouse cells with no known knockouts have varying permissiveness to HCV replication when supplemented with miR-122.
A) Wild-type MEFs obtained from Gregory Hannon were electroporated with either wild-type (WT) or replication-incompetent (GND) sub-genomic
HCV RNA and the indicated miRNA (miControl, or miR-122), and luciferase expression was monitored at the indicated time points as a measure of
HCV replication. B) Wild-type MEFs obtained from Per Antonson were treated as indicated in (A). Results from (A) and (B) are displayed as mean and
standard error of the mean (SEM) of three or more independent experiments.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0089971.g001
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Figure 2. PKR knockout MEFs are permissive to sub-genomic HCV RNA replication when supplemented with miR-122. A) PKR
knockout MEFs were treated as in Figure 1, and sub-genomic HCV replication was monitored at the indicated time points via luciferase expression.
Results are shown with SEM, and are an average of two independent experiments. B) RNA from (A) was isolated from PKR knockout MEFs three days
post-electroporation and probed for HCV RNA accumulation by northern blot, with GAPDH as a loading control. C) RNA from (A) was compared with
RNA from Huh7.5 cells via northern blot. Bands from two independent experiments were quantified by densitometry, and normalized to GAPDH.
Percentage HCV RNA +/2 standard deviation is presented relative to Huh7.5 cells. D) Primary MEFs isolated from PKR knockout mice were treated as
in Figure 1. Results are shown with SEM and are an average of nine independent experiments. E) Primary hepatocytes were isolated from PKR
knockout mice and electroporated with sub-genomic RNA and miR-122. Luciferase expression was evaluated four hours post-electroporation to
assess RNA transfection efficiency and three days post-electroporation to detect sub-genomic RNA replication. Reporter activity above non-
replicating (GND) levels was not detected. Results are an average of four experiments, shown with standard deviation. F) Primary hepatocytes
isolated from PKR knockout mice were transfected via Lipofectamine 2000 with sub-genomic RNA and miR-122, and evaluated as in (E). Reporter
activity above non-replicating (GND) levels was not detected. Results are an average of six experiments, shown with standard deviation. G) Huh7.5
cells were first electroporated with the indicated siRNAs (siControl or siPKR), three days before a second electroporation (Day 0) with the indicated

HCV Replication in Mouse Cells
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NCoA6 knockdown also has no significant impact on HCV RNA

replication in Huh7.5 cells, we suggest that, as we found with the

PKR knockout cells, the knockout of NCoA6 in the MEFs may not

be responsible for the permissive phenotype of these cells.

sub-genomic HCV RNA (wild-type (WT) or S1+S2:p3) and a second dose of siRNA. Results are an average of six independent experiments, shown with
SEM. Experiments were analyzed with a two-way repeated measures ANOVA, and differences with siRNA treatment were not found to be statistically
significant. H) The effect of PKR knockdown on HCV replication in Huh7.5 cells was evaluated by examining the fold-change in replication over
siControl-treated cells that is caused by siPKR treatment. Error is shown as the standard deviation. I) PKR knockdown in Huh7.5 cells was confirmed by
qRT-PCR, and is shown as an average of three experiments with standard deviation.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0089971.g002

Figure 3. NCoA6 knockout MEFs are permissive to sub-genomic HCV RNA replication upon supplementation with miR-122. A)
NCoA6 knockout MEFs were treated as in Figure 1, and sub-genomic HCV replication was monitored at the indicated time points via luciferase
expression. Results are an average of four experiments, shown with SEM. B) RNA from (A) was isolated from NCoA6 knockout MEFs three days post-
electroporation and evaluated for HCV RNA accumulation by northern blot, with GAPDH as a loading control. C) Huh7.5 cells were first
electroporated with the indicated siRNAs (siControl or siNCoA6), three days before a second electroporation (Day 0) with the indicated sub-genomic
HCV RNA (Wild-type (WT) or S1+S2:p3) and a second dose of siRNA. Replication was evaluated by luciferase expression. Results are an average of five
independent experiments, shown with SEM. Experiments were analyzed with a two-way repeated measures ANOVA, and differences with siRNA
treatment were not found to be statistically significant. D) The effect of NCoA6 knockdown on HCV replication in Huh7.5 cells was evaluated by
examining the fold-change in replication over siControl-treated cells that is caused by siNCoA6 treatment, and are shown with standard deviation. E)
NCoA6 knockdown in Huh7.5 cells was confirmed by qRT-PCR in an average of three independent experiments, and is shown with standard
deviation.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0089971.g003
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NCoA6 Knockout MEFs are not Permissive for Full-length
HCV RNA Replication

To further investigate the possibility of using knockout MEFs as

a model for HCV replication, we examined NCoA6 knockout

cells’ permissiveness for full-length HCV RNA replication. The

cells were electroporated with J6/JFH-1(p7-Rluc2a), a full-length

mono-cistronic HCV RNA construct that bears the virus’

structural proteins and a Renilla luciferase reporter. Both wild-

type (FL WT) and replication-deficient (FL GNN) full-length HCV

RNAs were electroporated with either miControl or miR-122

(Figure 4A). Although sub-genomic HCV RNA, included as a

positive control, showed the cells to be permissive for replication of

HCV RNA, and a firefly luciferase mRNA was included to

confirm consistent electroporation efficiency (data not shown), full-

length HCV RNA did not replicate detectably when supplement-

ed with miR-122. In addition, when supernatant was collected

from the MEFs on Day 5 and transferred to susceptible Huh7.5

cells, no infectious virus was detected (Figure 4B). In our hands,

luciferase expression in reporter virus infected cells is sensitive

enough to detect a single HCV focus-forming unit (FFU; data not

shown), indicating that the full-length RNA did not produce

infectious virus in NCoA6 knockout MEFs. Therefore, NCoA6

cells, while competent for sub-genomic replication, do not permit

replication of full-length HCV RNA or production of infectious

virus particles.

Sub-genomic HCV RNA Replication is Unaffected by Co-
electroporated Full-length RNA

One explanation for the inability of full-length HCV RNA to

replicate in NCoA6 MEFs is that the full length RNA, or structural

proteins expressed by it, activate murine innate immune sensors in

the mouse cells, leading to induction of an anti-viral response. To

test this we co-electroporated NCoA6 knockout MEFs with sub-

genomic and full-length HCV RNA simultaneously, with the

expectation that if the full length HCV genomic RNA was

inducing an antiviral response in the host cell, then replication of

the co-electroporated SGR RNA will be negatively influenced by

the presence of full length HCV RNA. Because electroporation

results in a .95% efficiency of RNA transfection in MEFs (data

not shown), we were confident that the majority of cells would

receive both viral RNAs, as well as the indicated miRNA. The

sub-genomic construct encodes firefly luciferase (Figure 5A), while

the full-length construct encodes Renilla luciferase (Figure 5B);

each luciferase utilizes a different substrate, and so their expression

can be evaluated separately within the same sample. There was no

indication of trans-inhibition of SGR replication by full-length

HCV RNA, since replication of sub-genomic RNA was not

impacted by addition of full-length RNA (SGR+FL [miR-122],

Figure 5A), and replication levels were similar to those seen in cells

electroporated with SGR RNA alone (SGR [miR-122], Figure 5A).

As expected, no sub-genomic RNA reporter activity was identified

in the sample that contained only full-length RNA (FL [miR-122]),

and no sub-genomic replication was detected in cells given sub-

genomic RNA without miR-122 (SGR [miControl]). This led us to

Figure 4. NCoA6 knockout MEFs are not permissive for full-length HCV RNA replication. A) NCoA6 knockout MEFs were electroporated
with full-length HCV RNA or sub-genomic HCV RNA and the indicated miRNA. Note that sub-genomic HCV RNA uses a firefly luciferase reporter, while
full-length HCV RNA uses a Renilla luciferase reporter, and the relative light units measured (RLU) are not directly comparable. B) Supernatant from
NCoA6 knockout MEFs electroporated with full-length HCV RNA was harvested five days post-electroporation and plated on Huh7.5 cells, which are
permissive for HCV infection and replication without additional modification. Three days post-infection, the Huh7.5 cells were monitored for
luciferase expression as an indication of replication. The luciferase levels indicated here are equivalent to background. Results in (A) and (B) are shown
with SEM and are an average of three independent experiments.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0089971.g004
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conclude that the full-length RNA did not activate a trans-acting

anti-viral response, nor cause any changes in the cell that could

affect sub-genomic RNA replication. Due to the design of the

assay, when firefly (sub-genomic) luciferase levels are very high,

some signal will bleed through into the Renilla (full-length)

measurement even when no full-length RNA is present (SGR

[miR-122], Figure 5B). No detectable full-length replication was

observed in any of the samples (Figure 5B), showing that sub-

genomic RNA was also unable to trans-complement full-length

replication. In addition, tissue culture supernatant from these

experiments demonstrated no detectable infectivity in Huh7.5 cells

(Figure 5C), showing that the full-length RNA also did not

produce sufficient levels of structural protein to trans-package the

sub-genomic HCV RNA [49].

Discussion

Here we demonstrate that supplementing non-permissive mouse

cells with miR-122 can render them permissive to transient sub-

genomic HCV RNA replication; we bypass the human entry

factor requirements by electroporating cells with viral RNA, rather

than infecting them. miR-122 is a liver-specific co-factor that is

important for HCV RNA replication, and has thus been

implicated in defining tissue tropism for the virus, and we confirm

this as its addition renders murine embryonic fibroblasts permis-

sive to HCV RNA replication. We identified wild-type and

knockout (PKR and NCoA6) mouse embryonic fibroblasts that

were permissive to detectable levels of HCV RNA replication

when supplemented with miR-122. In general the gene knockouts

increased the levels of HCV replication above that seen in wild-

type MEFs and suggest that part of the permissive phenotype is

mediated by the gene knockout as has been shown by others

[4,6,15,29,30]; however, we note that alternate isolates of wild-

type and knockout MEFs were not permissive to HCV replication,

and the permissiveness of each cell line further varied by passage

and isolate. This variation was particularly observed with PKR

knockout MEFs and hepatocytes from different isolates and

multiple backgrounds (Figure 2), but was also observed with the

wild-type and NCoA6 knockout MEFs through cell passage. In

addition, when evaluating knockdown of either PKR or NCoA6

expression in the already-permissive Huh7.5 cells in the context of

sub-genomic replication, we observed an insignificant pro-viral

effect that we deemed unable to account for the permissiveness of

the knockout in mouse cells, which leads us to suggest that at least

part of the permissive phenotype of the knockout cell line is not

directly due to the particular gene that is abolished. This, however,

does not preclude the possibility that there are host and cell-type

specific factors that may explain the lack of effect of knockdown in

Huh7.5 cells. HCV, while adept at circumventing human host

defense proteins such as PKR, could still be susceptible to murine

PKR and this may be one of the reasons that the PKR knockout

MEFs did originally permit high levels of replication. It is also

possible that the absence of NCoA6 in non-hepatic cells

(fibroblasts) had a more drastic effect than knockdown of NCoA6

in the liver-derived Huh7.5 cells, as modulation of lipids in liver-

derived cells may be more nuanced or have more redundancies

active than in fibroblasts; it is also possible that there is a species-

specific effect of NCoA6 as we speculate with PKR. Ultimately,

the loss of permissiveness indicates that there are factors other than

the gene knockouts involved in permitting HCV replication in

these cells.

Overall, we conclude that the permissiveness of a given MEF

line may be influenced by both the targeted gene knockout, and

genetic and/or epigenetic changes in the cell line that occur during

Figure 5. The inability of full-length HCV RNA to replicate in NCoA6 knockout MEFs cannot be complemented by sub-genomic HCV
RNA, and sub-genomic RNA is not packaged into particles when co-electroporated with full-length HCV RNA. NCoA6 knockout MEFs
were electroporated with sub-genomic and/or full-length HCV RNA as indicated, and either miControl or miR-122. A) Sub-genomic HCV RNA encodes
a firefly luciferase reporter that was monitored simultaneously with B) the full-length HCV RNA Renilla luciferase reporter in these cells at the
indicated time points. C) Supernatant from the cells in (A, B) was collected three days post-electroporation and plated on permissive Huh7.5 cells to
test for infectivity. Three days post-infection, Huh7.5 cells were monitored for both firefly (dark grey, Full-length) and Renilla luciferase (light grey,
Sub-genomic) reporter activity to detect either production of infectious particles containing trans-packaged sub-genomic HCV RNA or full-length
HCV RNA respectively. Luciferase levels indicated here are equivalent to background. Results in (A), (B), and (C) are shown with SEM and are an
average of five independent experiments.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0089971.g005
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transformation and/or immortalization. This is based on the

varying permissiveness of different cell isolates and passages of the

same knockout cell line, and our finding that the HCV permissive

phenotype of an isolate of primary PKR knockout cells was not

observed in other primary MEF isolates and hepatocytes. We

concede that there may be some basic genetic differences in anti-

viral responses dependent upon the background of the mouse from

which the MEFs were isolated, but the variability in permissiveness

of immortalized MEFs over different passages suggests that this is

not a key factor. Lohmann et al. noted that Huh7 cells themselves

vary in permissiveness to HCV by up to 100-fold at different

passages, so it is perhaps unsurprising to also observe this in other

immortalized cell lines [50]. Thus, we suggest that future research

with HCV in immortalized knockout cell lines be undertaken with

caution and effort to confirm the effect of the knockout on HCV

replication in primary cells, and to develop a means of

characterizing and retaining the susceptible phenotype of the

cultured cells.

Recently, Vogt et al. used drug selection to maintain sub-

genomic and full-length HCV RNA replication in MEFs [4]. They

also concluded that the use of antiviral gene knockouts increased

the ability to select for stable cells. Based on these results we

speculate that in both our study and in theirs that a subset of cells

in each MEF population support HCV replication, and that their

use of drug selection reinforced maintenance of the susceptible

subset while eliminating cells that lost permissiveness through

passage. Thus it is possible that in our studies, cells that support

HCV replication were lost from the cell population. Unlike our

study however, in the Vogt report and other previous reports,

miR-122 was not required for stable HCV colony selection

[4,28,29,41,51,52]. This suggests that perhaps the knockout cells

supported sufficient replication independent from miR-122 for

selection (or generation of viral mutants that do not require miR-

122), or that the selected cells could express miR-122 or other pro-

viral factors. More recently, the same group has demonstrated the

complete virus life cycle in entry-factor transgenic mice, although

these mice also benefit from the same immune gene knockouts

identified in stably selected MEFs [4,6]. Two other recent

publications have shown replication of HCV in MEFs, primary

murine hepatocytes, and murine hepatoma cells from innate

immune knockout mice in the absence of selection [15,30]; the

wild-type and NCoA6 knockout cell lines we used here were

immortalized through crisis, during which any number of changes

may have occurred, and therefore we cannot directly compare

them to the passage status and immortalization of the cell lines

established by Frentzen et al. and Nandakumar et al.

Our findings that NCoA6 knockout MEFs do not support

detectable transient replication of full-length HCV RNA also

require consideration. We originally considered these cells as a

control knockout cell line until we determined that replication was

higher in these cells than in the wild-type MEFs; we then

hypothesized that a MEFs cell line could be made to support HCV

replication through knockout of a host gene that does not affect

innate immunity. However, the finding that NCoA6 knockout

MEFs were not permissive for full-length HCV RNA replication

limits their usefulness as models. Why the cells could not replicate

full length HCV genomic RNA remains to be determined, but

elements of the structural gene region may be involved since Aly

et al. noted a difference in permissiveness of mouse cell lines for

HCV replication that varied by the structural gene region of the

construct used [53]. In our hands, the full-length RNA did not

appear to affect co-electroporated sub-genomic replication,

arguing that whatever prevents full-length replication in the cells

does so in cis and is not, therefore, a dominant antiviral response

triggered only by full-length HCV RNA. This is supported by

others’ data that mouse cells do not restrict replication of HCV

when fused with permissive human liver cells [54]. Thus, neither

expression of the structural proteins, nor structural protein gene

regions of the RNA, promotes an antiviral state in the cells, since

neither protein nor RNA adversely affected replication of sub-

genomic HCV RNA in the same cell. This suggests another, non-

immune limiting factor present in this particular cell line – and

perhaps others – that could be exploited in place of innate immune

knockouts.

There are two major differences between the sub-genomic and

full-length HCV RNAs that could affect replication in cis: the first

is the structural protein coding region in the full-length RNA,

while the second is the presence of the second (EMCV) IRES in

the sub-genomic RNA construct. It is possible that the structural

protein coding region contains cis-acting regulatory sequences that

regulate HCV replication, and that a human specific host factor,

absent from mouse cells, is required to activate this regulatory

element. On the other hand, in the sub-genomic construct, the

EMCV IRES drives expression of the non-structural proteins

required for RNA replication instead of the HCV IRES. If the

EMCV IRES drives translation more strongly than the HCV

IRES in mouse cells, then it may lead to more efficient expression

of the viral non-structural proteins required for replication and this

may overcome a host species barrier in the presence of miR-122.

Finally, it may be a combination of these two factors, or the

presence of the EMCV IRES may disrupt long-range cis

regulatory elements in the non-structural genes in any host cell,

permitting de-regulated replication of the sub-genomic RNA in

any permissive environment.

We therefore suggest that there are additional factors that need

consideration when attempting to develop non-human cell culture

models for HCV; the immortalization and subsequent mainte-

nance regime of the cells may affect their permissiveness in

addition to any knockout background, particularly when attempt-

ing unselected HCV RNA replication. Furthermore, the viral

construct may also be important when attempting to identify

permissive cell lines as was seen in the work by Aly et al. [53].

Future work with new viral isolates may also advance the search

for new murine models of Hepatitis C Virus.

Materials and Methods

Ethics Statement
Mice were handled according to the guidelines provided by the

Canadian Council on Animal Care and the University of

Saskatchewan Policy on Care and Use of Animals in Research.

Protocols for the collection of mouse cells were approved by the

University of Saskatchewan’s Animal Research Ethics Board

(Surgical Procedures 19940211).

Cell Culture
Cell lines and primary mouse cells are adherent, and were

maintained in complete Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle Medium

(DMEM) supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum, 1%

Penicillin/Streptomycin, and 1% non-essential amino acids as

described in [26]. Huh7.5 cells were provided by Charles Rice

(New York, USA) [55]. Wild-type mouse embryonic fibroblasts

(MEFs) were obtained from Gregory Hannon (Cold Spring

Harbor, USA), Robert Silverman [43], and Per Antonson

(Huddinge, Sweden). NCoA6 knockout MEFs (also known as

RAP250 knockout MEFs) were also provided by Per Antonson

[48]. PKR knockout MEFs and PKR knockout mice were

provided by John Bell (Ottawa, Canada) [42]. We isolated
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primary PKR knockout MEFs from the mice as in [56]. Briefly, a

13 to 15-day pregnant mouse was euthanized with isoflurane and

embryos were extracted. Heads, appendages, and red matter were

excised from the embryos, and the embryos were placed into a

fresh dish. After chopping up the embryo tissue with scissors, it was

incubated in trypsin for 1 hr at 37uC, before pelleting and plating

in complete DMEM. PKR knockout hepatocytes were isolated as

follows: a male 7 to 9 week-old PKR knockout mouse was

euthanized with isoflurane, and the liver perfused from the vena

cava with 25 mL 37uC Krebs Ringer with glucose and 0.1 mM

EDTA. The liver was then digested with collagenase (12.6 mg) in

25 mL Krebs Ringer with glucose and 150 mM CaCl2 (Buffer 2).

After digestion, the liver was removed from the body cavity and

transferred to a petri dish, where it was punctured and

resuspended in Buffer 2, and then filtered through a 70 mM filter

and washed twice with Buffer 2. Cells were then tested for viability

with trypan blue, and, if greater than 80% viable, seeded at a

density of 2.06105 cells/well in collagen-coated 24-well dishes in

complete DMEM.

Viral Plasmids and RNA
Plasmids pSGR JFH-1 Fluc WT and pSGR JFH-1 Fluc GND

encode sub-genomic JFH-1-derived HCV replicons with a firefly

luciferase reporter; the GND contains an inactivating mutation in

the viral polymerase [57,58]. Plasmids pSGR S1+S2:p3 Fluc WT

and pSGR S1+S2:p3 Fluc GND have C to G mutations at

position 3 in both miR-122 seed binding sites in the HCV 59 UTR

and were described in [26]. Plasmids pJ6/JFH-1(p7-Rluc2a) ‘‘FL

WT’’ and pJ6/JFH-1(p7-Rluc2a) GNN ‘‘FL GNN’’ bear full-

length viral sequences derived from the J6 (structural proteins) and

JFH-1 (non-structural proteins) isolates of HCV, and a Renilla

luciferase reporter, with the GNN having inactivating mutations in

the viral polymerase [59]. Firefly luciferase control mRNA was

transcribed from Luciferase T7 Control DNA plasmid (Promega;

Nepean, ON, Canada), while Renilla luciferase control mRNA

was transcribed from the pRL-TK plasmid (Promega). Plasmid

templates for viral RNA and mRNA were prepared and in vitro

transcribed with the MEGAScript T7 High Yield Transcription

Kit and mMessage mMachine T7 Transcription Kit (Life

Technologies; Burlington, ON, Canada), respectively, as described

in [26].

microRNAs and Silencing RNAs
miR-122:59-UGG AGU GUG ACA AUG GUG UUU GU-39

and miR-122*: 59-AAA CGC CAU UAU CAC ACU AAA UA-

39, annealed. miControl: 59- GAA GGU CAC UCA GCU AAU

CAC and miControl*: 59-GUG AUU AGC UGA CAG ACC

UUC-39, annealed [60]. siPKR: 59-GCG AGA AAC UAG ACA

AAG U-39. siNCoA6:59-CCA CAG AGC UGG ACA GUA

AUU-39. siControl: 59- GAA GGU CAC UCA GCU AAU CAC

dTTC-39 [61]. All small RNAs were synthesized by Thermo-

Scientific Dharmacon (Lafayette, CO, USA).

Electroporation
Cells were electroporated using 4 mm cuvettes at infinite

resistance, and were prepared and plated as described in [26].

Briefly, cells were trypsinized, washed twice with cold Dulbecco’s

PBS (D-PBS), then resuspended in D-PBS at a concentration of

1.56107 cells/mL, with 400 mL (6.06106) cells used per sample.

Mouse cell lines were electroporated with 10 mg viral RNA, 1 mg

control Fluc or Rluc mRNA as transfection control, and 60 pmol

miRNA. Huh7.5 cells were electroporated with 5 mg viral RNA

and 1 mg Rluc mRNA as transfection control. When used for

knockdown, Huh7.5 cells were first electroporated with 60 pmol

siRNA and incubated for three days; they were then electropo-

rated again with 60 pmol siRNA, along with 5 mg viral RNA and

1 mg Rluc mRNA as transfection control. Electroporation

conditions for MEFs were 400V, 250 mF; for PKR knockout

hepatocytes were 220V, 950 mF; and for Huh7.5 cells were 270V,

950 mF. Cells were then resuspended in 4 mL DMEM, and

500 mL cells were plated in 6-well dishes for luciferase harvests, or

2 mL cells were plated into 10 cm dishes for RNA harvests.

Transfection
Briefly, media was replaced with Pen/Strep-free C-DMEM on

PKR knockout hepatocytes one day post-extraction. Lipofecta-

mine 2000 reaction mixture was assembled according to

recommended protocol, with 0.4 mg viral RNA, 5.0 pmol miRNA,

and 0.1 mg mRNA assembled with 1.5 mL Lipofectamine 2000

(approximately 3:1 ratio) in OptiMEM. Cells were transfected

overnight, media was changed on Day 1 post-electroporation to C-

DMEM, and luciferase was harvested as indicated.

Luciferase Assays
Luciferase assays to monitor viral replication were carried out as

described in [26]. Briefly, cells were harvested by scraping in

100 mL of passive lysis buffer. 10 mL of lysate was assayed for light

production in 50 mL of the appropriate assay buffer (luciferase

substrate) for the type of luciferase in the sample, according to the

associated protocol, and using a GLOMAX luminometer

(Promega).

Infections
Naive Huh7.5 cells were plated at 1.06105 cells per well in a 6-

well dish one day pre-infection. Supernatant from NCoA6 cells

was collected at the indicated time, spun to pellet cell debris, and

2 mL was plated on naive Huh7.5 cells. Huh7.5 cell extracts were

harvested as above at three days post-infection and assayed for

luciferase expression to detect HCV infection.

RNA Collection
Total RNA was collected from cells three days post-electropo-

ration into 1 mL Trizol (Life Technologies) and isolated according

to the manufacturer’s protocol.

Northern Blot
Northern blotting for HCV RNA was carried out as described

in [26].

qRT-PCR
Total cellular RNA was reverse-transcribed using the iScript

cDNA Synthesis Kit (BioRad; Missisauga, ON, Canada). qPCR

reactions were carried out using the TaqMan kits

Hs00169345_m1 (EIF2AK2, PKR), Hs01052843_m1 (NCoA6)

and FAM-MGB 4352934-0803022 (GAPDH); samples were

amplified in triplicate with 2X TaqMan Master Mix (Life

Technologies). All data was analyzed with the CFX Manager

Software (BioRad).
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